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   For a child with autism, 
even the most simple 
and mundane task can 
come with frustration and 
difficulty. Approximately 
1 in 88 students will be 
diagnosed with an autism-
spectrum disorder. April is 
autism awareness month, 
but many people still don’t 
know exactly what autism 
is, and how to effectively 
communicate with those 
affected. Autism is 
characterized by impaired 
communication, problems 
with social interaction, 
patterns of behaviors or 
interests that are restricted 
or repetitive, and unusual 
responses to sensory 
experiences. This disability 
is as mysterious as it is 
prevalent. The cause of 
this disorder has yet to 
be discovered, although 
research has shown it 
is genetic. The life of a 
student with autism can be 
challenging, but many find 
happiness and satisfaction 
with routine and a supportive 
team of educators. 
   Although autism can be 
categorized by the four main 
behavorial components, the 
symptoms are as unique 
as the individual. Mild 
forms of autism (such as 
Asperger’s) mainly affect 
communication and social 
interaction, while more 
severe forms can encompass 
the student’s entire life. 
Fixations can develop as a 
young child and continue 
to develop throughout the 
course of their life. Special 
education teacher Judy 
Smith explained some of her 
student’s behaviors over her 
years of teaching:

“The first student I ever 
worked with who had autism 
was a skittish, cute little thing. 
She only liked to eat canned 
meat and you couldn’t touch 
her because it hurt her so bad. 
I’ve had students who in the 
early elementary years were 
so violent they had to be on 
behavorial programs, and they 
come to high school and are 
sweet as a button. Another 
student had to wear ear muffs 
to block some of the sound. 
The noise around the room 
would actually hurt him.”
   Autism was first brought 
to the attention of the 
public in the early 1900’s, 
when the word was used 
to describe symptoms of 
schizophrenia. During the 
1970’s, it was discovered that 
autism and schizophrenia 
were completely different 
disorders. Since then, 
researchers have been on the 
hunt to discover the cause of 
autism. 
   Karlee Waite, junior, knows 
what it’s like to have a family 
member with the disorder. 
Her cousin Christopher, 13, 
lives in the body of a six year 
old. He is also affected by a 
seizure disorder but recently 
underwent brain surgery to 
help relieve his seizures. 
   “It can be very hard to have 
someone you love have so 
many problems or always be 
in pain, and there is nothing 
you can do about it. He has 
challenges going to school 
everyday, he can’t go get his 
own food like us, he doesn’t 
grow like all of us, on a daily 
basis he has sezuires, he 
can’t do a lot of the things 
we can and it’s hard for him 
everyday,” stated Waite. 
   Autism has been on the 

rise in recent years, most 
likely due to better and 
earlier detection amongst 
children. If the autism 
seriously impacts a child’s 
learning skills, they will be 
placed in special education 
curriculum. Waite states that 
to raise autism awareness, 
she would fundraise to spread 
more knowledge about the 
spectrum disorder. Smith 
stated that awareness has 
been progressively increasing 
since she’s been teaching, 
but agrees that the spread of 
knowledge is key. 
   Smith gave some tips on 
how to interact with a student 
with autism. Autism affects 
communication, thus making 
it difficult for someone with 
typical speaking skills to 
interact. “Be friendly, and 
give choices of two answers. 
Don’t treat them like a baby. 
Include in activities and just 
learn more about the disorder 
in general.”
   Although autism can be 
an enormous stressor on 
the family, many learn to 
cope with the special needs 
this disorder brings. A good 
support group can make all 
the difference in the welfare 
of the child. With this, a child 
with autism is ripe for growth 
and progress within their life. 
   Waite gave a final reflection 
on the bundle of joy known as 
her cousin: “As soon as you 
meet Christopher, he melts 
your heart with his smile. It 
helps me get through my bad 
days, I know if he can get 
through it so can I!”

By Marcus Andrews
Autism AwAreness month

   Through fundraising, the 
South Albany Art Club has 
taken a huge part in a Haitian 
community. It is through two, 
special, nonprofit organiza-
tions called Loving Haiti 
and The Apparent Project. It 
all started after the Art Club 
raised money and got a grant 
for their field trip to the Port-
land Art Museum.

   “I overheard the students 
talking about doing something 
art related to help other people 
and it reminded me of my 
two friends, Denny and Abby, 
who founded Loving Haiti. I 
contacted them, asking what 
we could do to help,” stated 
Lorina Johnson, art teacher. 
  

 The art club decided to sell 
bracelets (The Apparent Proj-
ect) and also send out art sup-
plies to an orphanage (Loving 
Haiti). The bracelets sold for 
$8. Half of the profit went to 
the people in Haiti who are 
struggling to raise a family 
and made the bracelets.The 
other half is going to be used 
to purchase the supplies. The 
art supplies will be delivered 
in canvas bags that have 
hand-painted designs, specifi-

cally made for each individual 
orphan with their names and 
hobbies. “The canvas bags 
were very generously donated 
to us, and we are very grate-
ful,” added Johnson.  
  

 “The children at this orphan-
age don’t have anything to 
themselves. All the walls are 
grey, and the only type of 
supplies they have is little 
amounts of lined paper for 
schooling,” stated Shelby 
Johnson, Junior. 

   The Art Club wants to give 
these children something of 
their own. These kids do not 
even have regular meals and 
most of them say their favor-
ite food is rice. “I think it’d be 
really cool to give them and 
outlet like art. Our goal is to 
give them new experiences 
and a passion.”  
 

By 
   Bailey 
       Mayfield

Art Club Fund rAiser
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   Spring is here, the flowers 
are blooming and everyone is 
excited for the warm weather, 
if it is possible here. The 
flowers smell beautiful in the 
fresh air, but some people 
just cannot deal with spring! 
The sneezing, the runny nose, 
the watery eyes; allergies are 
holding people back. 
   April is the one month 
out of the whole year 
where pollen levels rise. 
Having allergies is a terrible 
thing; an estimated 50 
million Americans suffer 
from all types of allergies. 
Approximately 10 million 
people are allergic to cat 
dander, the most common pet 
allergy. The other 40 million 
suffer other types of allergies.
   Seasonal allergies are 
caused by grass, weeds, tree 
pollen, or various molds. Cat 
allergies and dog allergies 
can also cause miserable 
symptoms such as itchy eyes, 
sneezing, nasal congestion, 
and wheezing. 
   Seven out of 10 children 
have allergies. Asthma and 
allergies strike one out of five 
Americans. Most allergies 
can trigger or lead to Asthma. 
The asthma, of course, can 
make it difficult for people 
to breathe, which means that 
some people have to go to the 
doctor. Escaping allergies is 
impossible, no matter where 

people go. Actually, there is 
one way they can escape the 
pollen and molds; the coast. 
Oregon has a beautiful coast, 
except for the high crazy 
winds. The coast tends to 
have less pollen levels and is 
considered to be a pollen-free 
place.
   Allergy symptoms are 
often less prominent on 
rainy, cloudy, or windless 
days because pollen does not 
move around during these 
conditions. Pollen tends to 
travel more with hot, dry, and 
windy weather, which can 
increase allergy symptoms. 
However, in Oregon it’s 
always raining, which helps 
with the pollen in the air.
   Allergies cannot be 
cured, but only helped by 
medication. Medicines like 
Zyrtec, Claritin and Allegra, 
all work well for any types of 
allergies. Some doctors will 
give certain people a special 
medication to help with the 
allergies because over the 
counter medication does 
not always work. Another 
treatment is to try to avoid 
the outdoors and stay inside 
or in a clean area. Although 
it might not be fun staying 
indoors, and people will miss 
all the fun to be had in warm 
weather, it is the best thing to 
do for people who suffer from 
allergies. 

Springtime AllergieS
By Perla Jimenez

   Every year ten kids from 
South Albany, West Albany, 
and Santiam Christian are 
selected to be in the Chamber 
of Youth leadership program. 
Many kids from South have 
referred to this program as 
Chamber of Secrets because 
it is not well known and once 
a month these kids disappear 
for a day. These selected 
kids get together the second 
Tuesday of every month to 
learn about the leaders within 
the community and the affect 
they have on us.
   Chamber of Youth is run 
through the Albany Chamber 
of Commerce. The Chamber 
is a nonprofit organization 
that businesses within the 
community have the choice 
to be a member of. They 
are up-to-date on political 
aspects that could affect the 
businesses in Albany while 
also providing committees 
and programs such as the 
Albany Youth Leadership to 
kids in high schools in the 
community.
   Chamber of Youth, aka 
Albany Youth Leadership, is 
a nine month program. One 
day a month is dedicated 
to improve and expand the 
knowledge of leaders in 
Albany. Students learn about 
the industrial, agricultural, 
and recreational businesses 

of Albany and how those 
businesses make Albany 
stronger. There are also 
local and state government 
days to learn about the 
leaders of Albany who make 
decisions that affect the whole 
city. Lastly, students spend 
a day volunteering at local 
nonprofit organizations and 
participate in a job shadow 
of their choosing for half a 
day. This program’s goal is to 
build leaders that will one day 
be leaders of Albany.
   

  Another thing that is 
addressed in the Chamber of 
Youth is the understanding 
of how far the city of Albany 
has come. Students get to 
learn about the beginning of 
Albany and the history behind 
it and how the past has shaped 

By Cierra Henderson
ChAmber of SeCretS

breAking newS: SAhS- Sink hole! 
Parody by Quin Harp
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Welcome to the end of SAHS.
I guess I should go back and ex-
plain why the school we all know 
and love is going under. When I 
was born….
   Okay, not that far back.
   Basically, we’re all going to 
be in a giant hole. Don’t worry 
about getting your mind out of 
the gutter, because we’re all 
going to be in the gutter tomor-
row because the people who 
built this school decided to build 
it over an Indian burial ground. 
Also, there’s the minor prob-
lem of an impending sinkhole/
apocalyptic crater right below us 
that was created by underground 
water currents, shifting soil, and 
mechanical erosion. Within days, 

the ground will open from the 
quad, outwards. Students will run 
screaming for the exits, which 
are all somehow locked because 
that’s what would happen in 
the movies. News helicopters 
will circle overhead, only to be 
blinded by black smoke and go 
spiraling into the sinkhole with 
us, creating even more black 
smoke for more helicopters to 
get lost in and repeat the cycle 
until China can see a small pillar 
of darkness in the distance. North 
Korea won’t bother launch-
ing nuclear missiles at Oregon 
though, which I guess is good.
   So we’ll become an under-
ground society, those who 
survive. I’d like to tell you now 
that we aren’t going to accept 
outsiders, so either help out or 
get out. And I suggest helping 
out, since you won’t be able to 
climb through that black smoke, 
since you’ll seriously get cancer 
and die in minutes because of 
it. After we root out the traitors, 
we should be able to invent laser 
weaponry within three to five 
business days (years) and take 
over the surface, which, by that 
time, will be so war-torn and ir-
radiated that the only real benefit 
would be a self confidence boost 
for Panem, the name of our 

nation, which has nothing to do 
with making children between 
12-18 fight to the death for food 
and population control every 
year. Seriously, we won’t be that 
mean. We’ll train them for a few 
years first, so it’ll be more like 
16-18. Then we’ll go back under-
ground because half of us have 
radiation poisoning and lung can-
cer, which we will conveniently 
find a cure for three feet from the 
original sinkhole that put us in 
underground in the first place.
   Of course, this is all a pipe 
dream of mine, since I would, 
in fact, rule Panem, otherwise 
I wouldn’t know all of this. It 
could happen too. Seriously, I 
have evidence that I will never 
show anybody ever. You have to 
trust me. 
   There’s just one problem: The 
Indian burial ground will get us 
first. Weird part is, it won’t even 
be Indian ghosts. It’ll just be 
some strange, dwarven version 
of a ghost who secretly works 
in the office. He has short hair, 
and you’ve probably seen him 
if “swag” or “yolo” is a part of 
your everyday vocabulary.
   Wait, did I just describe Mr. 
Belveal?
   Happy April Fool’s day, every-
body.

what the city is today. As 
more leadership days are 
completed, students can fully 
understand how the leaders 
of Albany have changed and 
enhanced Albany to grow 
economically and socially. 
“Chamber of Youth taught 
me valuable leadership skills 
required in the work force. 
It taught me how businesses 
function in today’s economy 
and how all the businesses in 
Albany are all intertwined in 
some shape or form,” explains 
Hannah Jefferson, senior.  
   This program introduces 
many leaders within the 
community such as the 
mayor, but also people that 
show leadership by running 
a farming business or reserve 
the forest trees. There are 
many ways to lead and that is 
discussed further when in the 
program.  
   To be eligible for the 
program, there is an 
application to be filled out and 
interviews will be conducted 
near the end of this year. The 
Chamber is accepting 
applications now so ask a 
teacher for an application to 
improve your knowledge of 
Albany and become a better 
leader within the community!

The Danger of Tanning 
Beds

By Tylee Hilliker
   It is that time of the year; the 
time when tanning becomes a 
necessity. Prom is coming up 
and summer is just around the 
corner, so of course a nice tan is 
needed. But what no one thinks 
about is the risks. Sure the need 
for a nice tan bod will be met, 
but just using a tanning bed once 
as a teen can increase the risk for 
melanoma which is the deadliest 
skin cancer. Just one time can 
increase this risk by 75 percent. 
Mikayla Johnson, sophomore, 
explains that she goes tanning 
because it makes her feel more 
confident in herself. “Tanning 
is a sense of beauty,” Johnson 
stated.
“I think tanning is bad to a 
certain extent, like when people 
take it over board. I am not the 
kind of person that is hooked on 
it or anything though. I just think 
that it is good to make yourself 
look and feel more attractive,” 
explains Omar Ramirez, junior.
Tanning beds are used frequently 
among teenagers. Now up to 1/3 
of American teenager have used 
tanning beds and 40% of those 
use them on a regular basis. 
Many of the 40% also started 
tanning at a young age.
Johnson explains that she was 
only 12 years old the first time 

she used a tanning bed.
The reason so many people feel 
the need to tan is because of 
media. They feel as tanning is the 
key to beauty and it makes them 
feel more confident and beautiful 
or more handsome. 
“I know I am at risk every time 
I do it, but I do not think that 
a couple time could hurt any-
one, as long as you learn to 
limit yourself. There is a limit to 
everything and tanning is not an 
exception. But, I just really want 
‘sun kissed skin’ like Katy Perry” 
Ramirez laughs.
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“Chamber 
of Youth 
taught me 
valuable 
leadership 
skills...”

NEWS
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   She sits alone next to me 
as I drive down the street; 
my prescription sunglasses 
on and all things are pos-
sible. Condensation rubs 
against her body as the 
summer heat destroys her 
icy center. The A/C is on 
full blast, I’m just trying 
to cool her down until I 
get the chance to love her 
properly. The light strikes 
red and I slam on my 
breaks, eager to devour her 
like she deserves. $3.50 out 
of my wallet, but it is all 
worth it when I pick her up 
and bring her to my lips. 
The frozen delight seeps 
down my throat and I can’t 
help but smile a little bit. 
   Here is my coming out 
statement. Here is my clos-
et door being yanked open 
by the screaming addic-

tion that courses through 
these very veins. Here is my 
official judgment day plea. 
Here is my cry for help to 
anyone who dares to listen. 
   I am addicted to coffee. 
   Starbucks, Dutch Bros, 
Spirit Espresso, Brown Cow, 
and even Burger King can 
serve up a nice cup o’ Joe. 
My addiction began when 
my aunt asked if I wanted 
a sip of her caramel 911 
freeze. One small drink and 
an agonizing brain freeze 
later I was in the fetal po-
sition, screaming like a ban-
shee while the new found 
energy throbbed within me. 
From that day on, it was 
true love.
   Whenever I am having 
a bad day, a good day, a 
neutral day, or just a day 
in general I require at least 
some home brewed coffee 
with French vanilla cream-
er. If it’s an extra-super bad 
day or I have to do some-
thing other than lay on the 
couch, then I will splurge 

on some real espresso. 
   I know many of you are 
just dying to know where 
the coffee queen prefers 
her brew. It depends on my 
mood. When I feel like a 
stereotypical white girl, I’ll 
hit up Starbucks and get my 
7,009 calorie white mocha 
or my standard toffee nut 
contraption. Dutch Bro’s 
cannot always satisfy my 
coffee requirements, but I 
do like their blended snick-
ers or hot annihilators. 
   Sixteen ounces is the 
perfect size. No more, no 
less. There is no decision 
making necessary for that 
one. Twelve ounces and it’s 
not enough; 24 ounces and 
I can’t drink it all before it 
tastes like watered down 
Crocs.  But the question 
that brings even the stron-
gest warrior to their knees: 
Do you want whipped 
cream?
   Oh gosh! Do I want the 
extra 200 calories of sug-
ary goodness or do I make 

my drink look bland and 
depressed without that 
special garnish? Too many 
decisions! My heart is 
racing, cars are piling up 
behind me in the line at 
Dutch Brother’s.  I let out 
a guttural noise hoping the 
fashionable barista will save 
me from these personal 
demons. 

   See? The art of buying 
coffee does not come eas-
ily. It takes a skilled addict 
to perfect their Starbucks 
order. I’m always open for 
suggestions, so if you see 
me in the hallway tell me 
what you’re sipping on. 

By: BreAnna Rae

   I sat down with South Al-
bany’s very own Noah Or-
duna, senior, for a hard hitting 
interview that he self-titled: 
Real Talk with Noah Orduna. 
The following is the conver-
sation that took place. (G= 
Garrett, N= Noah)
G: Noah, I’m glad you’re do-
ing this interview with me.
N: It wasn’t like it was my idea 
or anything.
G: Let’s get started, shall we? 
Noah, how are you feeling?
N: I’m feelin’ pretty good. I 
had a chicken sandwich and 
bought Kirby 64: The Crystal 
Shards, so that pretty much 
made my day.
G: Kirby, huh?
N: Yeah. He’s my idol. He like, 
eats everything.  I wish I could 
eat everything. If I could turn 
into a burger, I would totally 
turn into a burger. What kind 
of burger would I be? Don’t 
know, but I’m all about burg-
ers. I would be the largest 
burger, the monster burger, 
basically. Just no pickles. I 
hate pickles.
G: That’s a lot of in-depth 

burger analysis.
N: I’m all about burgers. Any 
other questions?
G: Yeah. How do you feel 
about the North Korean 
nuclear bomb threats?
N: Uh, that shiz is the bomb 
(pun intended). It’s pretty 
nuts, actually. It’s just gonna 
end up like China’s gonna 
kill people. I’m afraid of an 
anti-Korean movement, like 
the Japanese internment 
camps (during World War 
II). They’re gonna lock up any 
Korean they see. Okay, realis-
tically people aren’t going to 
do that, but it might sprout 
some new racism. After 9/11, 
a bunch of racism towards the 
Islamic happened, it’s like all 
these people that are Muslim 
are gonna blow things up, 
which they aren’t. It’s stupid.
G: So, you’ve got some pretty 
strong feelings about that 

subject?
N: Yeah, racism is a big deal. 
Discrimination is gross.
G: So, while we’re on the topic 
of North Korea, you’re Ko-
rean, right?
N: I’m like half Korean. I 
really don’t know anything 
about being Korean at all, but 
I know they make good soap 
operas and they have really 
bad food. But that’s it. (While 
he is saying this, Noah winks 
at a girl passing by.)
G: So, let’s get into some real 
talk. What’s the scoop on the 
women in your life?
N: Women are the best. I love 
anime women the most.
G: Why?
N: Because the 2D women 
are the best women. I’m sur-
rounded by women, friend-
ship wise. It’s cool, I guess. 
I like their attitudes and 
spirit. They’re generally more 

positive and nicer than dudes. 
Usually dudes are rude and 
not more fun to be around. I 
have a lot more lady friends 
than dude friends. I just wish 
more people treated women 
with respect. I don’t deserve a 
clap for saying that, because 
I’m scum. I shouldn’t be re-
warded. It just bugs me.
G: Interesting. 
N: I wish I could wear hats.
G: Wait, what?
N: Are you writing this down?
G: Yes I am. 
N: Well, I have a really bid 
head. The only hats that fit 
me are beanies. I really wish 
I could do cowboy hats. I’m 
gonna open up a hat store and 
sell hats to myself. Hats. 
G: Okay, then. Anything else? 
N: Well, we didn’t have TV for 
a while in middle school, but 
we had this DVD box set of 
every season of Friends. It was 

like a white person drama and 
there were all these people 
complaining about their 
problems, which is basically 
modern TV nowadays. I love 
it. Also, I really like a show 
called Mission Hill; it was a 
short lived series. It was basi-
cally a cartoon about hipsters. 
I guess I could also talk about 
music. I like music. I’ve been 
listening to some cool punk 
stuff lately, like Fidlar. Their 
self-titled album came out this 
year. It’s very punk and also 
punk. You should listen to it. 
They’re a band from Califor-
nia. Go check it out.
G: What if I told you that my 
parents are from California?
N: Uh. Cool. My parents are 
from South Korea and Oregon 
and you don’t see me bragging 
about it. My dad’s from South 
Korea. He and his mom came 
over from South Korea and 
then later got deported after a 
bunch of junk happened. He’s 
a teacher in Korea right now.
G: Any last thoughts? Any 
words of wisdom?
N: Words of wisdom? I can 
do that. Be cool to everybody. 
It’s a cool thing to do. Just be, 
like, cool and nice and stuff to 
everybody. Remember kids: 
smokers are jokers and do 
your Kanye best.
G: Thank you for this inter-
view Noah. I guess the title 
speaks for istle. That was a lot 
of real talk.
N: Indeedily doo.

By: Garrett Prince

Let’s Get 
steamy

ReaL taLk 
With 
Noah 
oRduNa
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Gay marriage has been 
a sensitive subject in the 
United States because many 
people have several different 
opinions on it. My opinion 
on gay marriage would have 
to be that every person on 
this earth has a right be with 
someone they love.
     People have the 
assumption that marriage 
should be between a man and 
a women since it says that 
in the Bible. I honestly think 
that people do have a point 
when they say that statement. 
They do not per say have a 
problem with gay people. It’s 
just that being a Christian, 
their religion states that two 
people of the same sex cannot 
get married or that would be 
a sin. Other people would just 
frankly say that they do not 
believe that people should 
even be gay in the first place. 
In my opinion that is just 
ignorant and wrong to believe. 
Everyone on this earth have 
a right to do something that 
makes them happy. Especially 

if being gay does not affect 
anyone else around them. 
    Everyone needs to wake 
up and realize that there 
are many gay people in 
this world, and that there 
is nothing wrong with 
that. Marriage is just a 
very complicated subject. 
Personally as a Christian, I do 
not see anything wrong with 
two people of the same sex 
to get married even though 
it is not what is written in 
the bible. More and more 
countries and even states are 
realizing that there is nothing 
wrong with gay marriage. 
New Zealand recently made 
gay marriage completely 
legal. Many more countries 
are working on trying to make 
it legal. The United States is 
still at a standstill with the 
whole idea, but one state at 
a time is trying to make gay 
marriage legal. 
    My personal opinion still 
stands, that each person in this 
free country has a right to be 
happy. If being married to the 
same sex is what will do it 
then we should do it. 

He Said/SHe Said:
in agreement

Commentary by 
Dylan Migliorini

Commentart by
Sam Kreutzkampf

   Gay marriage has been 
an ongoing battle for 
homosexuals for many years 
now. This type of marriage is 
legal in very few places and 
is a constant struggle for the 
loving gay couples around. 
   When I see people that 
are in love, I don’t think 
about their genders. I think 
about how great it is to find 
someone that makes you 
happy and is there for you 
through everything. I believe 
that nothing should stop two 
people from being together. 
   Some people are offended 
when they see two people of 
the same sex together. It may 
be against their religion or 
they just find it wrong. I think 
that everyone should just 
worry about themselves. You 
want to get married when you 
find someone that you love, 
right? So why not let gay 
couples get married too?
   Love is love, and it is a 
hard thing to find these days. 
I would not ever want to hold 
anyone back from being with 
their soul mate. 
   Same-sex marriage is 
legally recognized in nine of 
the fifty states of the United 
States. When voting for the 
legalization of gay marriage, 

many states vote no. Everyone 
is equal to each other in this 
world, no one is better than 
another just because of their 
sexuality. 
   I think that you are born 
gay, it is not a decision that 
you make like what kind of 
soda you want to buy. By gay 
marriage not being legal, it 
is holding people back from 
their official dedication to 
one another. Marriage in my 
opinion is about showing that 
you will be with that person 
until you take your last breath. 
It is about being committed 
to one person for the rest of 
your life, through the good 
and bad.
   Homosexual people can’t 
just go heterosexual like a 
light switch. They are that 
way for a reason, and it is 
who they are. It isn’t a choice, 
but a feeling. Can you just 
decide that you don’t want 
to feel a certain way all of a 

sudden? No. This country is 
called the Land of the Free for 
a reason, so therefore same-
sex couples should have the 
right to be wed.   
   So next time you think 
about saying gay marriage is 
wrong, think about how many 
rights you have. Would you 
like to hold someone back 
from theirs?

   Chapstick is a great thing 
to use for lips, but this 
multipurpose product can be 
used for way more. It can be 
used for stuck zippers and 
even paper cuts. Tested on the 
cut, it helped soothe the pain. 
People will probably look 
with a questioning face when 
applying it to your phalanges.  
   Vanilla can be used in 
baking or even to stop 
the worsening of a bruise. 
My sister, Moira Bartelds, 
freshmen, got elbowed in the 
face and at first, the bruise 
was slightly swollen and 
colored. She quickly applied 
vanilla, and the discoloration 
of her skin decreased 
immensely. 
   Everyone hates earaches. 
What can be a quick, at home 
solution for this problem? 
Olive oil! Bet you never 
thought of that. It is true 
though. Put some olive oil on 
a cotton ball or something of 
the sort, and place it in the 
hurt ear. It sounds strange, 
and it looks even stranger, 
but 8/10 times this works. It 
does not help in the long run 
though. It is definitely much 
more of a short-term solution.  

   When I, Dr. Bailey, was 
a cheerleader, we got brand 
new and expensive shoes. 
They were a shiny white 
material, but of course, 
slightly too tight. I got blisters 
on both of my ankles. So, 
almost the whole cheer squad 
recommended to me the 
shady procedure of placing 
them in the microwave. I 
vowed to myself that I would 
never do that; it is too easy 
for something bad to happen. 
When my sister did it, though, 
and it actually worked, I was 
convinced. I gently put them 
into my microwave (yes, the 
same place my family puts 
their food) and I was surprised 
to a smoky room and loud 
popping noises. There were 
giant explosions in my brand 
new shoes. I would not 
recommend this totally un-
fabulous anti-fix. 

FabulouS FixeS

By
   Bailey
         Mayfield 
        and 
   Kelly Walls

   What do you want to be when 
you grow up?” My immediate 
reaction to this question: freeze. 
Don’t say a word; maybe they’ll 
leave me alone.  Yeah, right. 
What do I want to be? Well, I 
would love to be an  ice-cream 
tester extraordinaire or maybe 
a butterfly?  One of these two 
things is impossible and the other 
is improbable (Have fun guessing 
which is which).

   High school is preparing us for 
the “real world”, but most of us 
don’t know what we want out 
of life. I get the “why” of trying 
to get us to think of our futures; 
nobody wants this generation to 
end up as dead beats. I think that 
these questions should definitely 
be presented to students so that 
they can seriously reflect on what 
they want out of life. However, 
there’s a difference between a 
gentle prodding and a full out 
shove towards choosing a career 
path.       
   Some students know what 
they want to do, some don’t. To 
those who don’t know, don’t 
stress. These questions are just 
that; questions. Honestly, do you 

always answer all the questions 
on a test? If you do, how often 
are all of the questions correct? 
So let’s look at it this way; life, 
the proverbial test.  People are 
going to ask you questions, deal 
with it. You can choose to answer 
“Actually, I have absolutely not 
one little itty bitty clue as to what 
I want to do.” And when you say 
this maybe plaster a big ol’ goofy 
grin on your face (Confidence 
scares people… maybe, I think, 
possibly… never mind).  You 
could also just say something 
random. “Well, I am planning 
on becoming a professional cat 
breeder.” If you say something 
that you’re even moderately 
interested in and later on decide 
that, “WOW that was so NOT a 
good idea.”  That’s just another 
option to cross off your list! 
Hell-O process of elimination! 
What’s neat about the “test of 
life” is that you can always go 
back and change your answer 
and the person grading the test 
is you. I think I’d give myself an 
A+++ x 77 (Mostly just because 
that looks like a really cool grade 
to have). 
   For those of you who have 
known what you want to 
be since the developmental 
stages in your mother’s womb, 
CONGRATULATIONS. You, 

folks, are a-shoo-in for success! 
Maybe… It’s all up to you. Just 
because you think you’ve got it 
all figured out doesn’t mean that 
you really do. One moment you 
may be skipping along singing, 
comfortable with your lot in 
life, and the next …BAM! You 
realize that you positively loathe 
the degree you’re seeking in 
Bagpipes. Even if you are 99.9% 
positive that you chose right the 
first time, there’s still that one 
percent chance that you chose 
wrong. Your future is important; 
you don’t want to muck it 
up by being too hasty with 
your adherence to a particular 
objective. 
   The future isn’t some terrifying 
monster with big sharp teeth, 
claws and smelly breath. It’s 
what you wake up to everyday. 
Today, you may choose to have 
waffles for dinner, tomorrow 
sautéed eye-balls (though you 
really may want to rethink that). 
The more significant decisions 
may not be made every day, but 
they can be altered in accordance 
to you and your life. So maybe 
you shouldn’t stress so much 
when asked what your future 
plans are, because the future is 
subject to change.

“WHat do You Want to 
do WitH Your liFe?”

By Alyssa Carter

StateS in WHicH 
Same-Sex marriage 
iS legal:

•	 Connecticut

•	 Iowa

•	 Maine

•	 Massachusetts

•	 Maryland

•	 New Hampshire

•	 New York

•	 Vermont

•	 Washington
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   Depending on someone’s personality a 
prom dress can be a tricky choice, because 
everyone wants to express who they are 
on the inside on the outside. When prom 
time does swing around everyone wants 
to be prepared. “What type of prom dress 
is right for me?” and “What type of prom 
dress looks best on my body type?” are 
two questions that will be answered in this 
article. Most girls want their prom dress to 
fit their personality but let us be honest is 
that the real problem girls run into when 
shopping for the perfect gown? Whether 
she is curvy or not, dress shopping can be 
a stressful experience, something no one 
wants to feel before their big night. 
        For women who are not as blessed 
in the chest department an empire waist 
dress allows the bust to be all it can be. A 
gown that has beading, unique stitching or 
fabric gathering right at the bust line can 
also distract from a small chest.
       For a plus sized build there are 
actually a lot of options, it is all about 
picking a favorite feature and show 
casing it. An empire waist is a dress that 
compliments almost every figure and adds 
a lot of flow. If a major problem area is 
arms embellished sleeves are a good thing 
to keep in mind. Even though a concern 
might be to not wear a dress that is to 
tight, one that is too loose certainly is not 
better. 
        Fashion stylist Stacy Cox said, 
“Instead, pick a dress that has stretch, and 

How to Pick 
tHe Perfect 
Prom Dress

Features
hugs your curves. It should move with 
you.”  
        For pair shaped body figures find a 
dress that displays from the waist up and 
flares out at the bottom.
         Leila Wolford, a fashion stylist from 
New York, said, “Make sure the bust of 
the gown is fitted so there is a balance 
between the upper part of your body and 
your lower.”
          For an athletic body type the sheath 
dress is definitely the way to go. Sheath 
is a slim dress that hugs curves and 
outlines the silhouette of the body. Sheath 
dresses are more commonly sleeveless 
and look great on a tall thin figure. A-line 
dresses (or more commonly referred to as 
princess cut) have a seamless waist and a 
long flared skirt. This dress is perfect for 
downsizing large hips and thighs. 
         This spring, skirts that are low in 
the back, but high in the front are very 
popular so isn’t it lucky that there is a 
dress just like that? It is called a High-
Low gown (it is not an original name, 
but if it catches the eye it will not be 
forgotten). This dress creates a unique 
appearance for prom and is the perfect 
choice for a stylish trend setter. 
       Ball gowns have a very full skirt that 
starts at the natural waist and proceeds 
to brush the floor. Ideally the ball gown 
is for slim athletic figures, but anyone 
can make them work. A Tulle skirt (also 
known as the bouffant gown) is very 
similar to a ball gown. The Tulle skirt is 
a bit fuller than the ball gown and made 
of a gauzy materiel. This design is perfect 
for masking a bottom heavy figure. For an 
apple shape body type a dress that is not 
tight and distracts from the stomach. 

   In today’s society, the most 
important question that people find 
themselves asking is frozen yogurt 
or ice cream? Being the healthy 
average American that most people 
attempt to reach, frozen yogurt 
would appear to be the better 
choice. And it is. Sometimes these 
decisions may not be as obvious as 
frozen yogurt or ice cream, so here 
are some tips on picking a healthier 
alternative to various popular 
foods. 
   Burgers have always been an 
all-American favorite since the 
beginning of our history, (not really 
but for a long time now). Fast food 
joints such as McDonalds and 
Burger King have made it their 
number one priority to promote 
many of their burgers. Now of 
course those are very unhealthy 
and most likely did not come from 
a happy cow in California. Many 
restaurants also serve burgers on 
their menus and though theirs may 
be ten times better, there are still 
healthier alternatives. Next time, 
try a chicken burger or maybe a 
veggie patty. With more lean meat, 

or no meat at all if someone were 
to pick a veggie patty instead, less 
fat would be entering the human 
body. 
   Everyone loves chocolate, but 
not everyone loves the effects of 
it. Though it may not be a sweeter 
substitution, dark chocolate is a 
better choice than milk chocolate. 
Maybe try dipping some delicious 
strawberries into some melted dark 
chocolate for a healthy dessert. 
Another sweet that many should 
try replacing would be whipped 
cream. Instead of topping a 
smoothie, shake or cake with this 
fattening treat, try using yogurt 
instead, especially vanilla flavored. 
   The possibilities of food 
substitutions are endless. If none 
of these have catered to one’s taste, 
there are many more to pick from. 
Why not give it a go? There’s got 
to be something for everyone out 
there.

HealtHy fooD 
substitutions

By
Rachel Bulder

Cosmetics are spendy products, so 
how does one manage to keep up 
with the rising costs? There is no 
need to worry about over spending 
anymore when all the necessary 
ingredients to make cosmetic 
products are right at home.
Facials:

•	 Acne:

Combine and mix 1 tbsp 
of oatmeal and 1 tbsp of 
yogurt together. Apply 
mixture on to face or spots 
where acne is showing. 
Leave on for 10-15 minutes 
and wash face with warm 
water. Repeat treatment 
more times a week for de-
sired results.

•	 Dry Skin:

Mash up an avocado into 
a paste and apply to entire 
face. Leave on for 15 min-
utes. Wash it off with warm 
water.

•	 Oily Skin:

Take about four strawber-
ries and mash into a paste, 
and 1 tbsp of unsalted but-
ter and mix together. Leave 
on for 10-15 minutes then 

rinse with tepid water.

•	 Soft, Shiney Hair

-Apply 2 tbsp of mayon-
naise on to entire hair and 
scalp. Leave one for 15 
minutes and then wash out 
hair with shampoo.

-Take a small tomato and 
mash it up until it is liquid. 
Fill a spray bottle with 
warm water about half way. 
Then add the tomato liq-
uid to the spray bottle and 
shake to mix. Spray hair 
and scalp down and leave 
on for 15 minutes and to 
rinse it out with shampoo.

•	 Soft Lips:

Mix 1 tsp of honey, 1 tsp 
of baking soda, and a few 
drops of olive oil until a 
smooth paste is formed. 
Apply this on lips and leave 
it on for a few minutes then 
gently rub the lips to re-
move dead skin.

natural 
beauty tiPs

By
 Ana MendozaBy 

Chenoa Cravatt
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Why do teenagers need to 
be in a relationship? There is 
no one simple answer for this 
question. However, being in 
a relationship as a teenager 
can be a positive time for 
them. It gives them a chance 
to learn about themselves and 
figure out who they are; what 
they like in a person or what 
they do not like. It is good 
for teens to establish this 
at a young age, before life 
becomes too serious. Being 
a teenager gives them a free 
pass to date whoever they 
want as a starter, not holding 
back and they have less risk. 

They would have the power 
to call it quits whenever they 
need. 

Junior, Devin Buys, 
explained “Dating gives teens 
a way to express themselves; it 
gives them a sense of freedom, 
and someone to talk to.”

When they choose to have 
a romantic relationship, it 
helps them to improve their 
social skills. Throughout their 
relationship they develop 
constructive interpersonal 
skills, self-confidence, a more 
positive way of looking at life, 
and a strong social support 
group. In the relationship 
they will learn to make joint 
decisions, learn to express 
empathy as well as deepen 

their perspective as they 
learn more about each other. 
Simply having a positive 
relationship has been known 
to discourage aggression, 
emotional distress, and anti-
social behaviors.

Sophomore, Alex King, 
explained “I believe dating 
in high school is positive 
because you have someone to 
go to and talk to. I’ve noticed 
I have better grades when I’m 
in a relationship.”    

Frequent dating is 
unhealthy; it can lead to 
poor academic performance 
and can give the teenage 
depression in some cases. Not 
all teenagers are in a place 
where they are ready to date. 
Many are still figuring out 
who they are and where they 
want to go with their life. 

Need to be iN a 
relatioNship 

      By
Renee Burns 

For guys first dates are very 
crucial nowadays, being that 
society is so caught up in 
“first impressions” and “love 
at first sight”. Well that and 
every girl is convinced that 
her Prince Charming is going 
to sweep her off her feet 
from the start. Now that is 
not saying that if you decide 
to wear your dirty CarHartt 
jacket and use car grease as 
hair gel, that you won’t a 
have Megan Fox look alike 
running after you. However it 
is not likely whatsoever. First 
dates are also good for guys 
because they can learn if they 
are interested in the girl and 
who she is.

Girls want the whole fairy 
tale setting that she can brag 
to her friends about. She 
wants to be woken up by 
true loves first kiss, or for 
you to find her glass slipper 
and return it to her. You 
do not necessarily need to 
go to those extremes, but 
try to make it a good and 
memorable night for the both 
of you.  

Even if you are not looking 
to marry this girl, because it 
is only the first date, try and 
have an open mind and try 
to make the best of it even 
if things turn bad. Another 
thing is that you should never 
laugh at her, laugh with her. 
If you laugh at her then it will 
embarrass her and she could 
shut down.

At the establishment you 
choose to eat at, five star 
Italian of course, you must 
pay attention to what she 

By
     Madison      
Tibbett 

Casey Evans, Senior, 
comments “It is time 
consuming, and in high 
school you want to focus on 
yourself and better yourself.” 
Evans continuing “With a 
relationship comes drama 
and no one needs that in high 
school.” 

orders. If she orders a salad, 
run. Salad has lettuce, lettuce 
is green, and so is money. She 
is a gold digger. Also if she 
orders lasagna it’s a bad sign, 
Lasagna has layers, onions 
have layers, and onions make 
you cry, she cries a lot. So 
steer her more towards the 
soups, unless you are into that 
kind of thing. 

To make the night good 
you do not need to take your 
mate to a super fancy place or 
spend a lot of money. It could 
be a McDonalds and your car 
could break down, but it could 
cause some chuckles at the 
time and in the future.

When the night is over, 
walk her up to the doorstep. 
Depending on how the 
evening went you may hug 
her and leave, or maybe 
something else is in store. So 
you can put away your armor 
for now and be casual and 
don’t stress it, ladies aren’t as 
scary as they seem.

Whether it is your first year 
or your fourth year prom is 
something to experience. It’s 
part of high school. With the 
dresses and the tuxes to the 
balloons and the dancing. 
Prom seems to be more than 
a dance. 

Getting ready for prom 
is not an easy task for girls. 
Picking the perfect dress, 
making sure you have the 
right shoes to match, and 
don’t forget about the day of 
prom. It’s a big deal to most 
girls. Getting your hair to stay 
in the perfect place all night, 
and don’t forget the make up! 
The list goes on. 

“Last year it took about 

four and half hours to get 
ready for prom.” Admitted 
Casey Lamora, senior 

“This year in going with 
friends last year I went with a 
date and it wasn’t all that fun. 
I’m hoping if I go with friends 
we can all get ready together 
and have a fun night, rather 
than being stuck to a date.” 

Being a guy it might be a 
little different.  

“I’m pretty much ready all 
I need is flowers for the day 
of and for the actually day 
to arrive.” Announced Thorn 
Hickey, junior.   

 Either way prom is 
something that comes once a 
year and you only get ready 
for it twice in two years. With 
girls it may take a full day 
and with the opposite sex, 
the men it’s something that 
takes maybe a day or two 
depending if they already 
have a tux. 

 Finding the perfect 

relatioNship 
do’s aNd 
doN’ts

prepariNg 
for prom

By 
Brittney Moller

dress takes months to find. 
Looking online and eventually 
looking in the stores. Once 
everything is done and ready 
to go everyone can breathe 
and have a fun time. 

 

 With graduation 
quickly approaching, and 
junior year coming to an end, 
juniors start to get anxious 
and excited for summer and 
their senior year. 
Junior Bailey Wood 
commented, “I just don’t 
really want to be in school. 
I’d rather be moving on in 
life, and going to college. It’s 
hard to focus with the thought 
of summer being so close.” 
With senior friends getting 
ready to leave, juniors can not 
help but want to be done with 
school too, and get ready for 
college and to start their lives. 
Schoolwork becomes harder 
and harder to sit down and do, 
and school becomes harder to 
stay at and focus on. 
Junior Chantel Robinson 
stated, “I don’t even focus 
in math, although I probably 

should. I spend all my time 
just trying to get through 
school and on to the summer 
and next year. It’s not that I’m 
anxious to get on with my life 
as it is summer and just being 
out of class.” 
“With one of my lifelong 
best friends graduating, it’s 
going to be hard to go a year 
without her. The fact that 
there is only like two months 
left of school, and then we’re 
seniors is crazy, but I’m 
ready to be out and start my 
career. With summer getting 
closer, and almost being a 
senior, it makes me not want 
to do my homework at all,” 
admits junior Cheyenne 
McCutcheon. 
The summer getting closer 
brings out everyone’s 
junioritis, and before they 
know it, senior year will be 
here and senioritis will kick 
in. 

JuNioritis

By
Anna Schamp

What 
Not to 
Wear iN 
spriNg

1) Gorilla Suit

2) Speedo

3) Fur Coat

4) Parka

5) Crocs

6) Trench coat

7) Snowsuit

8) Jean skirt

9) Turban 

10) Birthday suit 

“I believe 
dating in 
high school 
is positive 
because 
you have 
someone to 
go to and talk 
to...”
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Artist of the issue: 
ChAntell fulton

By Kelly Reed

  Hosted by Giuliana Rancic and Bill 
Rancic (her non Italian husband.) 
Three men, Tim Lopez, Ernesto 
Arguello, and Ben Patton, try to find 
love. Just like every show on TV 
now. They bring in about 36 girls and 
three “dating matchmakers.” These 
matchmakers give the girls advice 
and they also give lover boy advice, 
on the do’s and don’ts during a date. 
They guy trying to find love takes 
out all the girls to “get to know them 
better.” Afterwards they go back 
on set and the dating matchmakers 
tell the girls what they did right or 
wrong. Then the matchmakers pick 
the bottom three and lover boy picks 

reAdy for love

By Brittney Moller

   Music; that one, simple word 
can have a great impact on most 
people. Music feeds the soul and can 
create some powerful emotions. For 
sophomore Chantell Fulton, music has 
become a big part of her everyday life.
   Anyone that is up to date with the 
choir scene knows that Fulton is 
among one of the top choir groups 
in SAHS: Rebel Singers. Anyone 
that is personally acquainted with 
Fulton knows she is no stranger to 
music.  
   Singing since she was able to, 
Fulton has spent many years leaning 
and appreciating music and its values. 
Her hobbies include: singing, making 
music and learning new music.
   “I do a competition for country 
music in June that used to be called 
the Colgate show and it’s for all ages 
so I do it every year. Plus, it’s acapella 
so it can be a bit more challenging. 
There is also a karaoke competition in 
July that I do every year in Corvallis,” 
explained Fulton.  
   Although this is her first year in 
Rebel Singers, Fulton was in the 
advanced women’s choir Bellissima 
her freshman year, and has been 
participating in Albany school plays 
since middle school and the start of 
her high school career at SAHS. 
   “I played Ms. Stacy in Anne of 
Green Gables, I was in the chorus 
for Grease, and at Calapooia Middle 
School I played Rapunzel in Into the 
Woods,” stated Fulton. 

   Fulton finds her inspiration in 
anyone who has made it from a hard 
point in their life and was able to 
achieve their dream. Fulton’s family 
and friends help her to achieve her 
goals and push herself harder to 
become better, while also letting her 
experience new things. 
   “My favorite experience from fine 
arts this year was probably getting 
to perform music in front of the 
composer himself and getting his take 
on what he wants his music to sound 
like. The Eric Whitacre concert that 
Rebel Singers attended was definitely 
a great life experience,” mused Fulton.
   Fulton also finds her support and 
confidence when looking at other 
people’s stories and how far they’ve 
gotten in life and thinking, “Hey, I 
could get there too.” 
   Thinking back on everything, 
Fulton has come to realize that she 
has come very far in music during her 
high school career and her advice for 
anyone that if someone really loves 
something than do not give up on it no 
matter how much negative criticism 
that person might get from it and the 
person just has to turn that criticism 
into fuel that makes them push harder 
to achieve the goal in mind.                     
   When Fulton graduates form SAHS 
in 2015, her goal is to attend OSU 
and minor in music while still doing 
competitive singing in the summer.  

June 14: The Bling Ring; This Is 
The End
June 21: World War Z; Monster’s 
University
July 3: Despicable Me 2
July 12: Grown Ups 2
July 19: Red 2

August 2: The Spectacular Now; 
300 Rise of an Empire
August 23: The Mortal Instrument: 
The City of Bones
August 30: You’re Next 

Must see suMMer Movies

By BreAnna Rae

   Imagine you’re at a concert. Fans 
are crying, screaming, singing along 
to the artist/band’s songs. Strangers 
you are sat by are jumping up and 
down, with their glow sticks and 
cameras, trying to get the person 
onstage to wave at them.
   Sydney Gordon, freshman, tells 
about when she went to a Justin 
Bieber concert with a few friends in 
Washington a few months ago.
   “I was excited, I was crying and 
dancing.” Gordon states.
   Many teenage girls spend their free 
time listening to their favorite bands 
or artists, posting pictures of them on 
social media sites.
   “I’ve been a ‘Belieber’ for 5 years.” 
Gordon said with a proud look on her 
face.
   So, what exactly draws teenage girls 
to boy bands and male artists?
   Alexandria Groenig, freshman, 
states, “Austin Mahone is hotter than 
the sun because he’s perfect!” 

fAngirling

By Alexa Gonnerman

the one who will go home. Next 
week it starts again with the same 
girls just like the popular TV show 
the Bachelor. I give three lonely cat 
ladies out of five. If you love to watch 
people to find “true love” then watch 
Ready for Love on NBC. Tuesday 
nights after The Voice!  By the 
way,  the show has been canceled 
due to low ratings. Spoiler 
alert  producer (Eva Longoria) 
dating one of the contestants                             
(Ernesto Arguello)  

   According to polls and statistics, 
teenage girls ‘fangirl’ over boy bands 
and male artists because of their 
“cuteness, charm, and performing 
talent,” 
   It is no doubt that the top two most 
successful musical artists in this era 
are Justin Bieber and One Direction. 
If anyone were to go out and ask a 
normal teenage girl what kind of 
music they listen to and who was 
their favorite artist/boy band, they 
would most likely answer with ‘Justin 
Bieber’ or ‘One Direction’
   Bri Sims, junior, shared how many 
One Direction memorabilia she has in 
her possession. “Too many to count!” 
   “I first heard ‘What Makes You 
Beautiful’ on the radio, and I fell in 
love,” Sims stated. 

   This year cheetah print, sequence 
and floral print is everywhere, but 
there is a fine line between trendy 
and tacky. Sequence can add a 
creative spin to any top, but going 
over board can make a cute outfit 
take a turn for the worst. Sequence 
makes for a great border around 
the neck line, waist line or even the 
edge of short sleeves. Even a pretty 
pattern can dress up a typically 
casual top, but bedazzling the 
entire thing, in some people’s point 
of view, can be considered tacky. 
One rule of thumb to always keep 
in mind is this: less is always more.
   Cheetah print is super trendy and 
can be a great way to express your 
personality, but the line between 
trendy and tacky is often confused. 
A cute cheetah print top can match 
perfectly with a black skirt or 
leggings. Paired with a nice pair 
of heals and even a belt this outfit 
is great for a night on the town 
or even just an average day at 
school. Just like with any patterns 
there are some things to avoid. 
Clashing patterns can be hard to 
resist, but extremely tacky. Unless 
someone is preforming in a Lion 
King Production on Broadway 

try to avoid head to toe patterns. 
Although miss matching patterns is 
tacky, looking like a zoo animal is 
just as distasteful to the eye. 
   Another thing that is important 
to address when discussing animal 
prints is a colorful print. When 
wearing cheetah print or even 
zebra print for that matter try to 
stick to their natural coat, animals 
do not streak their hair with purple 
stripes or add zigzagged patterns. 
   This spring floral patterns have 
been all over the racks at Rue 21. 
A new fashion trend is floral jeans. 
Floral jeans can match well with 
a solid tank, pastels like a pink 
and turquoise can match perfectly.  
Although clashing is almost never 
a good idea this outfit proves there 
is an exception to every rule.  A 
mismatched floral top and skirt can 
be quirky yet cute. Remember if 
someone does decide to get daring 
with their patterns avoid wild and 
unique accessories. One no-no to 
pair with floral jeans is a tank top 
with a lacy or floral back.

trendy vs. tACky

By 
    Chenoa 
         Cravatt
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        Ashley Balck

Position: Vice President

“I plan to try and in-
crease involvement in 
school activities and in 
student council meet-
ings.”

BacktalkTalkback
Special ASB Edition

Aaron Kraft

Position: President

“I plan to do a lot 
of things. I want to 
fix the sound in the 
gym, get the ASB 
very organized, in-
crease school spirit, 
and give rewards for 
spirit points. I also 
would really like to 
get some stall doors 
in the boys bathroom 
in the student cen-
ter.”

Elena Mendoza and Mitch 
Butzner

Position: Spirit Officers

“We want to create a spirit squad 
to be at games to lead cheers and 
get people pumped up because we 
are both triathletes, so we can’t 
make it to every game. We want 
to have more class competitions, 
and really just make everything 
more exciting.”

Michael Ketsdever

Position: Treasurer and Secretary

“I plan to keep us (the ASB) organized so we can 
have more student council meetings”


